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North Telecom Adopted 
24Roam Cloud Service 
for the Wi-Fi Deployment 
Solution

I. About
North Telecom is No.1 public pay phone operator in Mexico 
and owns approximately 17,000 telephone booths across 
the nation. However when mobile phone users raised to 400 
millions in Mexico, sales of public pay phone drops rapidly. 
North Telecom realized it is essential to alter its company 
focus to prepaid Wi-Fi service to retain its market competency 
as market trend shifted.

Given Mexico is a nation with a vast territory, a solution that 
support real-time remote control Wi-Fi hotspot service is vital 
to North Telecom. While numbers of solutions have brought to 
evaluation, 24Roam, WG-500P, a hotspot in a printer along with 
cloud platform solution provided by Handlink Technologies 
Inc. topped other providers. North Telecom started the project 
by installing WG-500P and build 24Roam environment in small 
grocery stores in hundreds of small neighborhoods in northern 
Mexico.

A hotspot in a printer, WG-500P, provided by Handlink 
Technologies Inc. is key to this campaign as it is not only small 
in size , multi-functional but a Wi-Fi hotspot combining thermal 
ticket print-out. 

CASE STUDY
Telecom Carrier

1. Power cut and disconnection are often to occur in Mexico, noncontinuous sys log situation gives a 
no go to any post-paid package while risk of unable to provide sufficient proof to collect payment 
is very high.

2. Mexico has 98.2% reach in social media sites, which positions Mexico the No.1 globally. However 
fact is broadband service is quite expensive therefore only very few of households subscribed 
broadband services leave large number of population with strong desire for internet service but  
not fulfilled.

3. There must be at least one or more grocery store to sell numbers of supplies, snack , soft drinks, 
etc. in each neighborhood, however it seems income solely relies on selling groceries.

4. Mexico is a nation with a vast territory, operator is better off cooperate with local business owners 
while selling Wi-Fi ticket must be done by a person yet a hotspot is too better off to be installed in 
most crowded location in a neighborhood.

II. Challenge
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Wi-Fi Roaming Feature
24Roam support Wi-Fi Roaming feature. When end-users purchase a Wi-Fi ticket, a unique set of username 
and password will allow users to freely roaming among areas receive Wi-Fi signals and not limited to one 
device during prepaid hours.

Real-time Remote Control
24Roam platform on cloud server support remote management ability which enable real-time sales of each 
location of hotspot and its usage status. The report including numbers of tickets sold, numbers of purchaser, 
hours and total sales of each venue. Therefore even when the power cut happen, it wouldn’t cause any 
damage not to destroy accounting and billing systems.

Various Billing Setting for Differently Consumption Market
24Roam has a highly sophisticated pricing setting that support various charging rate for different 
consumption, account statement and profit sharing. Consumption records are accessible to both operator 
and venue owners and sales records can be downloaded easily which ease no rooms of ambiguous. North 
Telecom may price differently based on its projection for one individual neighborhood while disposable 
income and price willing to pay for Wi-Fi service varies from one to another, and so does profit sharing varies 
accordingly. 

Simple, easy Installation and User friendly operating steps
WG-500P is easy to install which largely decreased cost of hotspot deployment for North Telecom and once 
those three buttons of hours allowed of roaming and price is set, selling ticket is only a step away. The solution 
is excellent for small shop owner with no technical background at all. Simply by clicking on one button, ticket 
will be print-out and start to sell.

Increase Revenue 
Sell pre-paid Wi-Fi business is ready to go so profit is to be expected when sales rolls. Furthermore, when 
people start to gather to purchase Wi-Fi tickets, sales for groceries doubles. Plus, they can always check their 
revenue through 24Roam Cloud platform.

North Telecom and grocery stores owners are both essential to this successful campaign. Cost of bandwidth, WG-500P, and 
installation is beard by North Telecom, and grocery store owner provides location and extra loading to sell Wi-Fi tickets. In 
return, commission earned by selling ticket make extra income and crowds for tickets drives upsales for snack, soft drinks, 
etc. Win-win model is solid and while success model to be spread and copy, sound profit can be expected. 
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III. Solution
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After triumph on first round installation in hundreds of neighborhoods in northern Mexico, we foresee this business model 
is not only workable but also profitable. We are under discussion with a international well-known franchised convenient 

store to partner and expand 24Roam widely across the country. By partner with Handlink, has made North Telecom’ task 
for adaption a great success.  

-  said Mr. Javier Garnica, CEO of North Telecom            


